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From an ex-prisoner who did over 30 years and pledged to raise $30:

“I can imagine a time where this mass incarceration where they got a pipeline, where 
they’re sending all these youth to prison. I can imagine the prisoners coming out and 
really getting active and putting an end to that, the prisoners got the material BAE and 
came out here and started to talk to these youth, I could imagine a transformation 
where they plugging up that pipeline, where the youth are getting involved. In 
revolution. In building a movement for revolution. And that would be a very important 
point in this process. When you reach that point there, where you get the youth to 
become in revolution and not the bullshit they’re involved in now because of the 
system, that could be a leap. A leap. I mean a big leap. Because this system cannot 
exist without sending all these fucking youth into the prison system. These youth are 
out here building a movement for revolution, that is a problem for them. That would 
really attack their legitimacy to rule. Their legitimacy to rule would be seriously 
challenged by that alone. That’s just one thing, cuz we have an ensemble of things 
going on, this thing that we’re doing right now is a really good thing because it speaks 
to what I’m just talking about.”

This is a call to people from all walks of life to contribute to “1000 Years–$1000 for BA Everywhere.” Make 
the hundreds and thousands of years suffered in the hellholes of this nation of prisons count for 
something that will really matter: working for a radically new world.

To prisoners, ex-prisoners, families and friends; to anyone and everyone who feels that living in a society 
that throws millions of its people into cages for decades is completely intolerable: Pledge to donate or 
raise at least one dollar for each year you, a loved one, or someone you know has been incarcerated.

To everyone inspired by this call: give big—donate and multiply those dollars many times over for the BA 
Everywhere campaign—a campaign to make a very big difference. For every 1,000 years of sentences 
that are pledged to the BA Everywhere campaign many thousands of dollars should be raised.

This is only the start of a campaign that, after the first 1,000 years have been committed, and funds 
matched and multiplied, we will go on to launch the next 1,000, and the next .... And the next!

The BA Everywhere campaign is raising big funds to make Bob Avakian, the leader of the Revolutionary 
Communist Party, and the vision and framework of a new society and the plan to get there that he has 
developed, known and debated all over, among all kinds of people, as step one in changing the world.

Donations (checks and money orders) for the BA Everywhere Campaign may be sent to:

The Bob Avakian Institute 
1016 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, IL 60607

Or donate online:

revcom.us/movement-for-revolution/BAE/bae-donate.html

Donations to get BAsics and other works by Bob Avakian to prisoners may be sent to:

Prisoners Revolutionary Literature Fund 
1321 N. Milwaukee Ave., #407, Chicago, IL 60622 
Or online at prlf.org
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